
How Spanish put verbs evolved towards auxiliary verbs: grammaticalization paths and 
constructional changes 

The Spanish Vs poner and meter prototypically express a change of location of an entity from 
one place to another (e.g. poner el mantel en la mesa ‘to put the table-cloth on the table’, 
meterse algo en la boca ‘to put sth. in one’s mouth) (Cifuentes Honrubia 1999; Ibarretxe 
2012). Besides semantic extensions towards the domain of transfer, both Vs have 
grammaticalized and function as semi-copular Vs (e.g. se pone nervioso ‘he gets nervous’), 
and as auxiliary Vs with a causative (e.g. ponerlo a trabajar ‘to make him work’) or 
inchoative meaning (e.g. meterse/ponerse a trabajar ‘to start working’) (Comer, Enghels & 
Vanderschueren in press).  

This presentation focusses on the development of the latter category, namely the constructions 
[S + V + DO + a + INF] or [S + Vrefl + a + INF] in which put Vs appear as (semi)auxiliary Vs 
combined with the preposition a (‘to’) and a subordinated infinitive complement to which 
they add aspectual meaning. The aim of this talk is to show how these constructions 
developed naturally from the full lexical use of the Vs through a process of 
grammaticalization and a concurrent set of constructional changes. The analysis is based on a 
large historical corpus of Spanish put Vs (examples are selected from the database CORDE), 
and traces their semantic and syntactic development between the 13th and 21th c. The 
examples are tagged for a wide variety of parameters such as (a) semantics of the agent, 
theme and locative complement (e.g. animate vs. inanimate), (b) the syntax and semantics of 
the infinitive (e.g. transitive vs. intransitive, inaccusative vs. inergative), and (c) the reflexive 
or non-reflexive nature of the put V itself corresponding respectively to the inchoative or the 
causative infinitive construction.   

Based on these data and Heine’s (2002) quadripartite model, it is shown that the causative and 
inchoative uses arouse through subsequent contexts expressing the initial locative meaning [S 
+ V + OD + LOC], bridging contexts, switch contexts and phases of conventionalization. 
More concretely, the semantic bleaching and grammaticalization of the Vs goes hand in hand 
with the following constructional changes: (1) an infinitive complement, expressing a 
subordinate event, is added to the basic locative construction with an animate object: [S + V + 
OD + LOC + a + INF] (‘to put someone in a place to do something’); (2) in the causative use, 
the locative complement becomes superfluous and is eliminated [S + V + OD + a + INF] (lit. 
‘to put someone to do something’); (3) the V can adopt reflexive uses [S + Vrefl + a + INF] 
(lit. ‘to put oneself to do something’) which corresponds to the inchoative use of the V; (4) 
both causative and inchoative constructions extend their contexts and frequency of use. 
Moreover, it is shown that this evolution did not equally apply to poner and meter, but that 
important differences between both near-synonymous Vs can be detected. This case study of 
Spanish put Vs thus offers an empirical contribution and verification of the question how 
grammaticalization and general constructional changes relate to each other (Bergs & Diewald 
2008; Trousdale 2008, 2010, Gisborne & Patten 2011; Traugott & Trousdale 2013). 
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